NOTICE

As per instruction of the PM&DC, All those students (1st year to Final year), who have not applied for PMDC Students Registration, are directed to submit PMDC Students Registration application form along with following supporting documents in Accounts Dept. DMC duly endorsed by Students Branch, DMC latest by 10th May, 2013.

1. PM&DC Undergraduate Student Registration Form (Form can be downloaded from PMDC website)
2. copy of CNIC
3. Copy of HSC Certificate (or Pre-medical Certificate/equivalence certificate from IBCC Islamabad. (Provisional F.Sc Certificate shall not be accepted).
4. Copy of SSC Certificate (Matric)
5. Three (03) Passport size Photographs

Student registration is mandatory requirement for the issuance of PM&DC provisional certificates for house job purpose.

Dow University of Health Sciences, Karachi shall not be responsible for those who have not applied for PMDC Students Registration.

Prof. Junaid Ashraf
Principal
Dow Medical College, Civil Hospital, Karachi.
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